Developmental Guide

6th Grade

What’s Going on With My 6th Grader?
The 6th Grade Year is an exciting year filled with the transition from childhood to
adolescence. Here is a guide to help give you a glimpse of what might be going
on inside your brand new 6th grader.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
•

•

A “Hormone Cocktail” kick starts puberty
and prepares the body to begin the process
of growing into adulthood.
These hormones are not released
consistently and may cause “wild mood
swings,” brought on by this hormonal
imbalance.

•

Boys may begin to grow facial and pubic
hair.

•

Boys may notice their voice “cracking” and
sounding deeper.

•

Girls may grow pubic hair and develop
breasts.

•

Girls may get their period.

•

There may be a high energy level, but it is
balanced by a high need for rest.

•

Girls typically experience growth spurts
before boys do.

•

Bones and muscles are not growing at the
same rate, which may lead to feelings of
awkwardness and clumsiness.

•

There is an increased need to pay attention
to personal hygiene.

EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The 6th grader may:
•

Become moody and easily frustrated

•

Experiment with “off-color” humor and
silliness

•

Show more concern for body image

•

Begin to express feelings more frequently

•

Experience emotions in extremes

•

Be characterized by curiosity

•

Become more socially expansive and aware

•

Express less affection for parent

•

Encounter periods of sadness, depression,
and desperation, which can lead to poor
coping habits

RELATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT

•

Friendships change, due to new schools,
boyfriends/girlfriends, and change of

•

•

Girls tend to build friendships in groups of
2-3.

Concrete thinking begins to give way to
abstract thinking, which creates a new
world of questions about faith and spiritual
things.

•

•

Boys tend to build friendships in “packs” of

The desire to question and disagree with
their parents’ beliefs arises, but it is tamed
by fear to express those doubts.

•

Boys struggle with being “loners” if they do

•

Their major concern for God is how He can
help them in their daily lives.

•

Wild mood swings cause relational turmoil
in friendships.

•

There is a struggle to see the relevance of
the Bible in their daily lives.

•

Struggles occur with being rejected by a
friend or left out of a group of friends.

•
adults, spiritual lessons are more “caught”
than taught.

Resource Materials
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6th GRADE VIDEO SCRIPTS

6TH GRADE: PREPARATION FOR ADOLESCENCE
Pimples, shaving, growth spurts, voice changes,
mood swings, and dating are all about to become a reality for your precious little boy or girl.
No matter how hard you try, they are going to
hit puberty. Ready or not, you need to prepare
your 6th grader for adolescence. We are here to
help. This Family Experience is called “Preparation for Adolescence,” and is designed to help
you connect with your student and establish a
bond of trust as you enter into this new phase
of your relationship.
The only way to navigate the adventure of the
6th grade year is to solidify your relationship.
We know puberty can easily cause disconnection in your relationship with them, and the key
is to use these changes to encourage connection instead. We will give you Kick-starters that
will 1. Help you approach these conversations
with your student 2. Help you to understand
how puberty can help your student to better
understand God and his desire for connection
through Wonder 3. Give you ideas for continually fostering relationship with your child
through God given Wonder.
In this Family Experience, you and your 6th
grader will set aside 5 days to have a 10 to15
minute discussion each night.
This could be five separate nights before bedtime or five Saturday nights during a hike.
Whatever time or location, you want to make
sure that you have privacy and are free from
distractions. That means no cell phone, TV, or

other things that compete with your attention.
You want your focus to be on each other. Looking at your phone or answering a text tells your
student that they are not as important as other
business in your life.
This should be a one-on-one time with one
parent and one student. Our recommendation
is that this be the same sex parent as the student. However, we understand that this may
not always be possible. The important thing is
that this be a conversation between the same
parent and guardian for each of the five occasions. The next thing is to download the five
sets of the parent and student discussion cards
we have provided for you. There will be one
designed for the parent and the other for the
student for each of the five times you have set
aside for the meetings. Now before you go any
further, we want to encourage you not to read
these beforehand. Stick them in an envelope
and seal them so that you’re not tempted. The
reason that they are for both the parent and
the student is that we don’t want anybody to
feel like they are being set up or are being ambushed. So you’re on an equal playing field. This
will help develop intimacy and trust.
This Family Experience is designed to help give
you a solid foundation to build on that we hope
will guide your student through adolescence
and into adulthood. In the Parent Guide, you
will find tips and encouragement for this experience.

Resource Materials
This is just the first step. We encourage you to
continue setting aside time to talk with your
student about whatever it is that is on their
mind and to continue in prayer and study of
God’s Word together. As a result of this, your
hearts will naturally grow together and form a
bond that will last a lifetime.
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Snapshots of Wonder
KICK-START WITH ENCOURAGEMENT FOR PARENTS
•

It’s only too late to try to talk to your adolescent if you never actually do it. Don’t be scared off if it’s

•

Kids rarely complain that they don’t want a relationship with their parents; they just wish they had a
better one.

•

For our kids, their perception is their reality. If we are dismissive about how they feel, it will be
harder to show them a new perspective. Start by understanding how and why they feel the way they
do, and they will eventually want to hear more of what you think.

•

Take out some old 6th grade pictures of yourself and connect your heart to your own early
.
conversation, or better yet--bring a different and more embarrassing one for the start of each
conversation. Nothing breaks the ice like letting our kids poke fun at us!

FRAMING UP OUR PURPOSE
creating lasting memories and healthy dialogue
with your 6th grader. Because this is a season
of so much change, it seems as if our kids can
become unsure of themselves almost overnight.
Sometimes we notice it when they just feel
bad about everything. Sometimes they have a
bad attitude. Sometimes they even make bad
choices because of it.
The word we want you to keep in mind during
this Family Experience is wonder. Wonder
is when we experience something that is
unexpected but amazing or that is so thrilling it
takes our breath away. Wonder is the moment
we remember that our life and purpose come
from the beautiful imagination of God the
Creator. We want our kids to look at how they
are shaped and wired and experience a deep
sense of wonder.

Here are a few biblical truths you can share or
use as the backdrop of your conversations. Feel
free to look up these verses in a translation that
resonates with you.

God’s creation is so good
because He is so great.
“For you formed my inmost being. You knit me
together in my mother’s womb. I will give thanks to
you, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made. Your
works are wonderful. My soul knows that very well.
My frame wasn’t hidden from you, when I was made
in secret, woven together in the depths of the earth.
Your eyes saw my body. In your book they were all
written, the days that were ordained for me, when
as yet there were none of them.” --Psalm 139:13-16
(WEB)

Kickstarters
Your child was probably really good at wonder
when they were young. Figuring out that
4+4=8 stunned them. Watching a huge, bright
green grasshopper captivated them. Most
likely, they thought every colored page they
finished was a work of art and that every game
of chase on the playground demonstrated
their superhuman speed! Probably the most
important truth you can imprint on your
6th grader’s heart this year is that, just like
all of God’s creation, they are “fearfully and
wonderfully made.”

When change happens, and life is hard,
God is still there. And He is big enough
to handle the tough stuff.
“Haven’t you known? Haven’t you heard? The
everlasting God, Yahweh, the Creator of the
ends of the earth, doesn’t faint. He isn’t weary.
His understanding is unsearchable. He gives
power to the weak. He increases the strength of
him who has no might. Even the youths faint
and get weary, and the young men utterly fall;
But those who wait for Yahweh will renew their
strength. They will mount up with wings like
eagles. They will run, and not be weary. They
will walk, and not faint.” --Isaiah 40:28-31(WEB)
As children get older, wonder begins to slip
away a little, and they don’t trust it as much.
And when they trust it less, they don’t see
themselves the same way anymore. Suddenly,
it’s harder to believe that they can do anything.
There are a lot more questions that they can’t
answer, and unkind voices tell them that they
aren’t very good at anything. That’s your cue
to tangibly remind them that God has not
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changed and to show them God’s strength
when they don’t feel very strong.
God wants to do amazing things in and
through us.
“’...but that you may know that the Son of Man has
authority on earth to forgive sins’ (he said to the
paralyzed man), ‘I tell you, arise, and take up your
cot, and go to your house.’ Immediately he rose up
before them, and took up that which he was laying
on, and departed to his house, glorifying God.
Amazement took hold on all, and they glorified God.
They were filled with fear, saying, ‘We have seen
strange things today.’” --Luke 5:24-27(WEB)
The people with Jesus that day had probably let
go of wonder. They had probably lost hope that
God could show up in such a remarkable way.
But here is Jesus not only loving a paralyzed
man but also healing the brokenness! The
people were gripped with wonder.
The beginning of adolescence is the perfect
time for you to help your child hold on tightly
to wonder and expect to see amazing things
as God shows up through all the changes and
unexpected problems. Find ways to create
space for your child to see the bigness and
boldness of God’s creation--everything from
a gorgeous sunset on the beach, to towering
mountain ranges, to her own reflection in the
mirror. Do what you can to help them trust
that there are no mistakes or mishaps in God’s
artistry--only masterpieces like Himself.

Kickstarters
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IDEAS FOR KEEPING WONDER ALIVE TOGETHER
•

Visit the Grand Canyon and walk out onto the glass skywalk bridge.

•

On a clear night, go somewhere away from city lights and lay in the grass under
the stars for an hour.

•

Watch someone you love doing something they are really good at and think about
how they are gifted in such a unique way.

•

Stand in front of the mirror and pray that God would help you see all that He loves

•

about you.

•

Experience a sunrise or sunset on the beach.

•

Climb a mountain. There are trails to the tops of mountains everywhere!

•

Train to run farther that you thought you could--maybe try a 5K or a halfmarathon. You’ll amaze yourself. Better yet, do it together!

•

Listen to the life story of someone from another country.

•

Try something that has always scared you.

When I was your age, I started noticing my body beginning to change. My voice changed; I
started having to use deodorant; and there were many other changes as well. This is what you
can expect, too. At times I felt embarrassed about these changes, so I want us to talk about
these changes so you will know they are normal.
Physiological changes you may choose to discuss:
• Acne - Growth Spurts - Changes in Voice - Breast Development - Menstruation
• Early Bloomers (Body develops sooner than others.) vs. Late Bloomers (Body develops later than others.)
• Body Hair Under Arms, on Legs, on Face (Guys), and Pubic Hair
Ask Your Student These Questions:
1. Have you noticed any of these changes with yourself or your friends?
2. How do you feel about what is happening?
Parent Prayer:
Pray with your student that God will help them during this time of change and will give them wisdom as they are faced with new feelings and changes in their lives. Pray that God will give you as a
parent patience and understanding as you help to guide them through this time. Commit to always
be open to listen and talk with your son or daughter with anything they are feeling and that you will
both seek God’s guidance through prayer and the study of Scripture.

Ask Your Parent These Questions:
1. How did you feel when you were my age and went through these changes?
2. Some of my friends seem to be further along than I am, and some seem to be not changing at
all yet. Why is that?

A four-year-old often says anything that comes to mind and sometimes does things with no
fear of embarrassment or worry of what people think. But around the age of 12, this begins to
change. I can remember when... (Share an early adolescent memory of when you felt very selfconscious or like everyone was “staring” at you.)
Ask Your Student These Questions:
1. Do you ever wonder what people around you think about you?
2. How do you feel when you are with your friends, when you enter a classroom, and/or when
you get on the bus?
3. How do you feel in the youth group?
Parent Prayer:
Thank God for the blessing that your student is to your family and how they are wonderfully made
by God. Pray that through these times, you and your son or daughter will grow closer together and
ultimately closer to the Lord. Ask God for wisdom to help guide your student as they begin to learn
who God made them to be.

Now that I am getting older, there are some things that feel like they matter to me more than
they used to--like the clothes I wear, hair style, body odor, being on time, the car we drive,
some things about our family... (Share your thoughts about these kinds of things with your
parents.)
Ask Your Parent These Questions:
1. Do you remember feeling different at my age?
2. Sometimes there are things about me and about our family that I feel embarrassed about.
Did you ever feel that when you were growing up?

As we change into adults, we start to become more aware of ourselves and of people around
us. This new awareness can cause us to feel a lot of different emotions: fear, anxiety, joy, or
excitement. Most everyone begins to have more intense feelings during these early teenage
years. I want you to know you can always tell me how you feel about someone or any situation. I may be able to help, and I will definitely support you as you learn to cope with
these new emotions.
Ask Your Student These Questions:
1. Over the next few years, there are going to be times when you are moody, frustrated, or
mad without really knowing why. How would you like us as a family to respond to you in
those times?
2. When we disagree with each other over the next few years, what are some “rules of engagement” that you think we can follow to help us fight fair?
Parent Prayer:
Read Proverbs 15:1 aloud. Pray that God will impress this Scripture passage on yours and your student’s hearts and that He will help you and your family live it out in your daily lives.

Ask Your Parent These Questions:
1. When you were my age, did you ever get into arguments with your parents?If so, how did
you handle it?
2. Do you think that you and your parents did it the right way? How would you like us to do
it differently?

I ‘m proud that you are maturing and searching for greater understanding of things. There will
be times that I may not have the answers, and I think it would be easier if you could remain
a child and would believe things just because I said so. But I truly want you to discover God’s
truth and the possibilities of a deep relationship with Him for yourself.
Ask Your Student This Question:
1. Would you be willing for us to find the answers to your questions together using the Bible?
Parent Prayer:
Pray that God will give you the courage to admit when you don’t know the answers to your son’s or
daughter’s questions when they come to you. Commit yourself to studying Scripture together to find
the answers to your student’s questions. Ask God to help you both grow in your understanding of
God’s word.

When I was a child, most of the time I just accepted what you and my teachers taught me to believe. Now that I’m getting older, I don’t want to just take everything at face value. Sometimes
I wonder if it’s normal that I’m beginning to question what I’ve always been taught.
Ask Your Parent These Questions:
1. Did you always believe the way you do now about God?
2. When and why did you change?
3. What did you do for answers?

As you grow over these next few years, there will be a lot of changes. You are changing from
being a child to becoming an adult. There are fun and exciting things about becoming an
adult, and there are also sad and difficult things about these changes. Sometimes I wish I
could wrap you up and protect you from the “adult world”; at other times, I want to help
push you forward into adulthood.
Ask Your Student This Question:
1. Do you feel nervous or afraid about anything you see happening with yourself or your
friends?
Parent Prayer:
Pray that God will help you to lead your daughter or son by example, walking the path of righteousness that He has set before you as their parent. Pray that God will give your student peace during
times of great anxiety they face in their daily lives. Commit to continually pray for your child as they
are faced with daily challenges in their lives.

Thank you for talking to me about your experiences when you changed from being a child to
becoming a young adult. Sometimes I think I am the only one who has ever felt this way. It
helps me to know that you have been through these same changes. When I think about the
next year, I feel afraid about... (Share your worries, fears, or concerns about the future.)
Right now I feel good about... (Share any comfort, peace, or joy you feel at this moment.)
Ask Your Parent These Questions:
1. Do you remember a time when you were my age that you were afraid or anxious
about something?
2. What did you do about it?

Parent Guide for 6th Grade
Family Experiences
It’s time. You knew it was coming, but you had
no idea how fast it would actually get here. I am
talking about the day when your sweet baby
actually grew up and is now beginning the
process of changing into a young adult.
It’s time. It’s not time for fear of the future but
of daring to lead your preteen into this new
phase of their life. We as parents can’t let them
stumble their way through. We have the great
privilege of sharing with them
who they are at this moment
and what they can become in
the future.

prepared for what they will be experiencing
over the next few years.
If at all possible, it is best if the same parent
teenager. Teenagers tend to respond better
when things are consistent.
Explain to them what the Family Experience is
and why you have chosen to use this resource
to encourage a strong bond between the two
of you.
Discuss with your teenager that you would like

It’s time to speak
to our 6th graders,
but mostly it’s time
to listen.

It’s time. The time has come
to ask the hard questions and
to answer the harder ones
with love and with truth. If our
preteens can’t trust us to give
them straight answers, who can they trust?

It’s time. It’s time to speak to our 6th graders,
but mostly it’s time to listen. Ecclesiastes 3:1-8
tells us that there is a time for everything and
now is your time to gently but truthfully lead
your preteen into the wonderful journey of the
Family Experience.
It’s time.
Here are some tips to help guide you through
the 6th Grade Family Experience:
We encourage you to talk with your teen and
let them know that you want to help them be

minute, uninterrupted discussion
with them regarding what changes
they will be going through in the
near future.
of you. If you let your teen help
determine those days, you may

ownership in it. Every Saturday, twice a week, or
even once a month will work if you both are in
agreement on the timing.
It’s a good idea to allow your teen to determine
where these discussions will take place. They
know where they will be most comfortable
having these conversations with you, whether
it’s in their room, at the kitchen table, or on the
front porch swing.
Agree that there will be no outside distractions
during this period of time. No TV, no cell
phones, and no other family members. Your
teen needs to know that you value the time you
get to share with them.

Parent’s Guide
We have prepared discussion questions for
both you and your teenager to answer. We
encourage you to download them and then
place them in an envelope marked “Parent” or
“Teen” and do not look at them ahead of time.
This allows your teenager to feel as if they are
on an even playing field with you.
Each scheduled day, pick one question out of
each envelope and ask away!

Agree to answer the questions
as honestly as possible.
With each Family Experience, we have
included a Kickstarter that you can share
with your teenager. This conveys the biblical
context of the maturing process and includes
encouragement for parents as well as an
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explanation of the purpose of each Family
Experience. Your teen’s spiritual growth is
happening just as quickly as their physical and
emotional growth, and we want to address
that, also.
Included in each Kickstarter is a list of
suggestions for practically incorporating the
themes of each Family Experience into your
daily lives. Some of these ideas involve a bit of
adventure for you to share together!
These first discussions will, by no means, be
easy. And they will probably be met with
snickers, grins, and one-word answers. But you
have made a path to true communication with
your teen, and that is priceless. Don’t give up!

